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Three Points of Contact outlines a 12.5-stage strategy to help readers in any route manage and
conquer some of life’s storm. Greg uses a unique strategy utilizing the 12.s happiness, wellness,
and positivity. You don't need to maintain a threatening scenario or crisis to obtain help from
Greg which amazing turn of events in Greg's life. This book will inspire you to conquer any
obstacle in lifestyle. All the skills throughout his life helped him come up with these group of
strategies that he used after being identified as having Stage III tumor. Three Points of Get in
touch with presents a principle-centered method to promote one’5 strategies to overcome
failing high school and becoming homeless. These points provides readers with a trifecta of
essential concepts to transform one’s existence and create a assortment of skills to be used in
any scenario. Live a existence of happiness, health, success, and resilience with the three points
of contact! Greg completed twenty years of military support that included a tour of combat duty.
Enjoy and study from this captivating tale. Greg serves as your direct trainer no matter what
storm you find yourself fighting in. Greg offers coached and mentored sports athletes, students,
military personnel and businesses around the world. These 12.5 strategies are described with
humor, tale telling and giving you the application to post to any situation. Greg served as an
enlisted member in the US Air Push and a commissioned officer in america Army. Greg has
completed 9 marathons since his cancer tumor medical diagnosis and has completed more goals
and resided lifestyle more since his malignancy diagnosis in-may 2010 than he do the previous
20 years. It is possible to feel Greg's interest from the 1st page.
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An inspirational must read Three Points of Get in touch with is hands down probably the most
inspirational book I have ever read. The methods to connect in a nice and thought provoking way
is attainable. Don't constantly get five done every day, but write many weekly. This is an
excellent read for anyone seeking to change their outlook on life and what it could be. Life-
Changing! I found it to become useful and enjoyable. Touches on simple tips in life that may
make a GREAT effect on your quality of life. Nothing beats learning from a person who’s “been
there” We had the honour of joining Greg on his journey through this book. Gregs' incredible
defeat over cancer offers him the credibility to teach resilience in his publication Three Points of
Get in touch with. Its greater than a book about a tumor survivor but actually on that level, tumor
never got a your hands on his existence. It’s a publication I'll share with my family and I will
come back, no doubt about that. Greg in addition has made Three Factors of Contact available in
audio book which adds convenience to those who are on the go. You truly start Living a life of
happiness, health, achievement, and resilience after reading the three factors of contact! This is
simply not a pity party publication. Its about excelling and upping a bunch. In order to be
inspired. You feel his presence in the room speaking with you and keeping it all real. Fantastic!
Greg Cheek is a speaker in our high school twice. This is a great inspirational reserve. It tells an
inspiring and emotional story of how he succeeded in his fight cancer through something of
Three Points: Optimism, Vizualization and Actions. One of the items that Cheek recommends is
to write a short note to five people a time to thank them or acknowledge them for stuff they
have done. Most of the tales shared by Gregory Cheek and his trip towards a fulfilling existence,
brought back so many lessons discovered from my previous that helped form my future.
Inspirational I need to understand this publication for a course, as I read it I found this came at
an ideal time for me. He's the person who “offers been there” and knows the good and the bad,
especially how exactly to bounce back, be resilient - among the chapters in the reserve I loved
probably the most. I highly recommend this book to read about someone might have something
like malignancy happen to them and they still try and making everyone around them happy,
what strength to press through. Look no further!!! Additionally, this is a very easy read.. Such a
motivational book!do not look any more Greg hits the nail in the head with this book. It just price
$8 for a container of 150 many thanks notes with envelopes. I would like to provide a Greg an
individual many thanks for sharing his tale and spreading the positivity. Thank you.It's a new
season Even though this book was purchased for a course, I throughly enjoyed 3 Points of
Contact. Gregory Cheek's accounts of his trip through life from homeless teen to malignancy
survivor is a idea provoking reminder that with positive considering, a positive attitude, and
positive activities we will conquer any challenge in life that may come our way. Very
Inspirational!!! This book allowed me to re-evaluate my life's purpose and perspective for self-
improvement. Mr. Cheek shared personal experiences which made me relate to my very own
personal experiences aswell to push the limitations to attain our full potential. Easy to read and
relatable events that would motivate and give encouragement regardless of what your
circumstances in life be. Amazing book!. Highly recommended! He focused on living and
excelling while he previously cancer and every day filled his day time with living fully,
contributing where ever possible. Amazing! Recommend this book, AWESOME read!
INSPIRATIONAL I loved this book. Although I examine this for a college course I would have
browse this for satisfaction too. Very inspiring for many ages and classes of people. His book is
filled with personal experience, inspiring quotes, a guide to goal setting and educational
exercises which have proven to be lifestyle changing! While reading it I've already taken a few
tools Greg shared in the book and positioned them in my own rucksack (if you read the book



guess what happens I’m discussing). Great read! Cheek, is a good way to purchase yourself.
Ready this reserve has literally changed my life, according to Greg's suggestion in the book
about giving thanks a lot, I not only make it a point to thank people on a daily basis, I send
random thank you notes aswell. This book was so powerful and inspiring I am pleased I got the
oppurtunity to learn it and do the excercises that are included to help us be more positive and
revel in life. Great book by a great person. Great book by a great person. You can benefit from
obtaining this book! The book Three Points of Contact, written by Gregory Q. Giving Thanks Greg
Cheek is not only an amazing and inspiring writer but an awesome instructor aswell. I suggested
it to my clinical psychologist child as a publication to possess in her work library to loan to
clients. Mr. Cheek also shares these methods in an exceedingly detailed and peculiar way to be
able to incorporate them into your lifestyle. I recommend this book. Greg shares with us so very
much wisdom, learnings and real life experience, factors he has learnt the hard way. It had me
appear at myself and desire to re-assess how I have already been living my life or not living it
this past year. This book not only awakens deep feelings but it also makes you take action. I am
keeping the book therefore i can read it again many times. The complete book is filled with tools
to help you conquer life’s storms, I trust this statement for sure, it does just that. OUTRAGEOUS
Incredible I read this book soon after it first came out and its wisdom continues to be inspiring
me today. I believe this is one of the best books on personal development I’ve read.
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